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Student’s    …  

is  

the teacher’s workplace … 
 

 

Manfred Spitzer 

workplace 



The brain wants to … 



 discovering 

 decision-taking 

 interpreting 

… learn  by doing ! 









Brain-unfriendly teaching … 



Our goal… 
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head    bas 

mouth  auyz 

shoulders  iyk 

belly   ish 

foot    ayak 

………   …………… 
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                   hip                    hip 

                             bottom 

                   thigh                 thigh 
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http://www.wordle.net  

http://www.wordle.net/


http://www.tagxedo.com 

http://www.tagxedo.com/
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wear 
…. 

black 
….. 

a 
an 

this 
that 

example: ……………………………………………………………………… 
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Oral sentence expansion  

  

 

Do you like tea? 



Oral sentence expansion  

 Do you like tea? 

 

[a] Do you like English tea? 

[b] Do you like weak English tea? 

[c] Do you like tea in the morning? 

 

 



Oral sentence expansion  

 Do you like tea? 

 

 __ do __ you __ __ like __tea __? 

 



Oral sentence expansion  

 Do you like English tea at night? 

Do you really like English tea? 

Do you and Ann like English tea? 

Don’t you like English tea? 

Why do you like English tea? 

 



Oral sentence expansion  

  

 Do you like English tea cakes? 

  ….  
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Personal associations 

explorer 

discover 

breath-taking 

crowded 

belong to 

until 

extraordinary 

journey 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 





The brain wants real … 

ch_ll_ng_ 

use_ _ _ ness 

e_o_io_ _ 



Decide which of my activities you … 

like the best  

find most useful  

consider novel & creative ??? 



thank you  


